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Hoops
Axo Light
Hoops, by designer Giovanni Barbato,
uses curved wire anchored to a coil
core with integrated dimmable LEDs,
all finished in 24k gold. The collection
is available in four suspended versions
and two ceiling versions. With up and
downlight functions, the LED light
becomes a fulcrum of golden circles
swirling around it.
www.axolight.it

Billy TL
Kalmar Werkstätten

Galliano
DelightFull

Billy represents simplicity of materials
and construction at a glance. Like the
Billy floor luminaire, the tabletop lamp
features three matt-lacquer metal
pieces connected to unstained wood,
finished in a protective coating. The
17.5cm diameter lampshade ensures
directional light in work areas, and
Kalmar Werkstätten’s natural-colour
signature cord reflects the piece’s
industrial heritage.
www.kalmarlighting.com

From the Galliano Family, comes a
chandelier made of steel tubes in a
round and unique shape. An expressive
design inspired by jazz music, Galliano
chandelier has a sculptural shape that
is versatile yet contemporary. A balanced design which becomes even more
beautiful when light is casted through
its pipes.
www.delightfull.eu

Arbor
Icone Luce
A tribute to nature, Arbor arises from a
bundle of linear elements gathered to
form a bouquet of stems for light flowers. The product is available in hanging
version and ceiling light, with twelve,
20 or 30 lights. Lighting parts are made
of aluminium, while beams are made of
chromed cold-drawn iron.
www.iconeluce.com

Lumiere
Foscarini

Fata Morgana
Italamp

Lumiere, by Rodolfo Dordoni, celebrated its 25th birthday at Euroluce 2015.
With a new hue for the base, also available in a champagne colour, which is
complemented by three new colours for
the diffuser: warm white, cherry red
and turquoise. Ideal for giving domestic
settings a touch of class and elegance.
www.foscarini.com

Fata Morgana, designed by Edward Van
Vliet, is an unusual illusion. The luminaire emanates ripples of light from
its veiled source, creating a radiant
presence that adds a touch of mystery
and magic to every environment. If
suspended from the ceiling, its charm
turns every room into a mystic sanctuary.
www.italamp.com

